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1. Introduction/Background 

Today’s military uses Depleted Uranium (DU) in armor piercing munitions as well as armor 
plating.  This is because the density is almost twice that of lead, 19 g/cm³ versus 11.34 g/cm³.  
Recovery of DU-containing rounds and materials is important for environmental, experimental, 
and health concerns.  DU when used in an armor piercing round, can ignite upon impact and 
release Uranium particles into the air.  Although the beta particle radiation that uranium releases 
cannot pass the skin, the internal organs have no protection, making inhalation and ingestion of 
DU a concern.  This concern is even more significant as DU is also chemically toxic.  

Naturally occurring Uranium contains roughly 99.3% Uranium 238, where DU is generally 
composed of 99.8% Uranium 238.  This change in composition is what makes the Uranium 
“Depleted”.  The reason natural Uranium is important is its use for nuclear weapons and fuel for 
nuclear reactors.  Uranium 235 is required for fission, and is extracted from the natural Uranium, 
leaving DU as a by-product (1).  U-238 being the most abundant part of DU, is not only an 
emitter of beta particles, but gamma-rays as well.  While beta particles do not pass through the 
skin, gamma-rays will pass right through and travel much farther distances.  This makes gamma-
ray detection the best method of DU detection. 

The method used in our experiments for detecting DU was a Sodium Iodide (NaI) scintillation 
detector.  Other radiation detectors exist, such as High Purity Germanium (HPGe), whose 
detected DU spectrum is seen in figure 1, and Silicon Lithium, whose DU spectrum is not 
shown.  However, NaI is a better choice than HPGe, because it is more sensitive, and requires no 
cryogen cooling.   Silicon drifted Lithium is a poor choice as its gamma-ray detection range is 
from 0–100 keV, but DU produces gamma-rays of much higher energy.  For this application of 
an easily portable gamma-ray detection system, NaI would be the best initial approach. 
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Figure 1. Comparison of DU gamma-ray spectra taken by HPGe and NaI detectors.  The graph is of the 

number of Counts recorded vurses Energy of the counts. The spectrum recorded by the NaI detector 
is less well-defined but it observes recognizable energy peaks and overall more counts which can be 
used for data evaluation.  Marked are some of the energy peaks used in this report, i.e., the 1001 keV 
Pa-234 m line and the U-238 X-ray and gamma lines around 94 keV. 

A NaI scintillation detector consists of a solid NaI crystal and a Photomultiplier Tube (PMT).  
The NaI crystal becomes excited by the incident gamma-rays and lumenesces when struck by 
them.  The gamma-ray does not need to strike the front of the detector to activate the crystal.  
The PMT takes in the light from the crystal and transforms that into a voltage pulse.  The light 
intensity is integrated during a “shaping time”, during which the PMT integrates the optical 
photons from the crystal.  A Multi-channel Analyzer (MCA) separates the pulses, hereafter 
referred to as counts, into one of many channels based on the pulse height, i.e., energy of the 
gamma-ray. This sorting by energy forms a gamma-ray spectrum from the counts, as seen in 
figure 1.  By looking at this spectrum after a specified detection time, the radioactive material(s) 
present, if any are, can be identified.  The spectrum displays real-time in the program 
ScintiVison-32 and its final output is saved for future analysis. 
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The NaI detector is designed for detection of gamma-ray radiation that comes off of any 
radioactive material.  Every material has its own unique gamma-ray emission spectrum.  Figure 1 
is the gamma-ray spectrum for the DU sample taken by both an HPGe detector and a NaI 
detector.  Here there are many peaks which represent specific gamma-ray energies that DU’s 
primary component, U-238, releases in its nuclear decay process.  Also, some peaks represent the 
decay of its daughter isotopes (like Thorium 234 and Protactinium 234 m). The highest peak(s) 
are U-238 K X-Ray peaks (98 & 94 keV), though the 766 keV and 1001 keV Protactinium 
234 m peaks are also easy to measure (2).  Some of the spectrum in figure 1 is from natural 
background radiation.  When background measurements are made in this report, it is when the 
detector is shielded from our DU target or the DU target itself is covered with lead shielding. 

The detection of the gamma-rays is dependent upon the geometry of the detector and radioactive 
source, as well as the time during which the detector is counting radiation (3).  Using an equation 
based on geometry and photon absorption, a calculation can be made of the expected number of 
counts from the NaI detection system for comparison with experimental data.  

For detection of the DU target, we performed four separate parametric studies of the response of 
the NaI detector.  The first test was the NaI detector’s response over varying distance from the 
target, the second over varying detection time, the third was varying angle with respect to the 
target, and the final was comparing our experimental data to our theoretical calculations.  These 
tests were performed in order to understand the detection distance limitations of the NaI detector, 
the detection time limitations, effects of detector angular position, and the possibilities and 
hurdles of using a numerical model to predict future outcomes. 

2. Experiments and Calculations 

2.1 Basic Experimental Setup  

The experimental setup consists of a 3 in diameter by 3 in thick NaI Scintillation Detector (see 
figure 2) and detection apparatus positioned in our radiation test cell. A DU Collimator inside of 
Linac x-ray machine serves as the DU target.  The apparatus for the detector consists of a small 
laptop computer installed with ScintiVision-32 software and linked via fiber optics to a computer 
we use to remotely operate the laptop.  Attached to the back end of the detector is an Ortec 
DigiBase MCA, which transfers the output from the PMT at the base of the NaI crystal by USB 
to the laptop.  The detector’s position is manipulated depending on the experiment we are trying 
to perform.   
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Figure 2. Diagram of the Sodium Iodide detector system.  Gamma-rays from a radioactive 
source excite the NaI Crystal causing optical photons to be released.  The photons 
are gathered and integrated in the PMT.  After a specified time, a voltage pulse 
proportional to the integrated photons is produced.  The pulse is sent to the 
Multi-Channel Analyzer (MCA) where it is binned based on the pulse height. 
The MCA then sends the binning information to the laptop where it can be viewed 
real-time. 

Our standard procedure is to calibrate the detector before each experiment, or set of data 
collections.  This calibration is performed using small, quarter-sized, 1 microCurie,  check 
sources.  Each check source contains a specific radioisotope.  Knowing the characteristic 
gamma-ray energies of these check sources, an energy calibration line fit is created for the 
channels which the MCA bins each gamma-ray into.  By comparing an unknown gamma-ray 
peak in our spectrum to the calibrated energies, a gamma source can be identified.  The 
calibration is performed using seven check sources containing Ba-133, Cd-109, Na-22, Mn-54, 
Co-57, Co-60, and Cs-137.  For calibration, the sources are individually placed 8 in from the 
front of the detector.  The detection integration time used for calibration is 15 min in order to get 
an accurate spectrum of each isotope. 

2.2 Distance Experiments 

The first experiment performed measured the DU spectrum as a function of distance with a 
detection time of 3 min.  The 3 min integration time was chosen in order to better simulate how 
much time our detector might have to sit in an area and search for radiation.  The reason this test 
was performed was to look at how far away we were able to detect the DU target in the test cell.  
If the target could be seen from the farthest point the test cell allowed, we would then try to 
extrapolate how far away the detector might be able to see DU if given more space.  The NaI 
detector was set up on a moveable cart between two cinderblocks for the first test, and two lead 
bricks for the second (see figure 3).  The blocks were used in order to support the detector and to 
orient it as closely as possible with the center of the DU target.  The 3 min detection runs were 
started at approximately 1 centimeter (cm) from the DU and increased to 10 cm, 20 cm, 50 cm, 
90 cm, 200 cm, 500 cm, and 1000 cm.  The data was then compiled using code written for the 
mathematical analysis software MATLAB.  The code plots the spectrum recorded at each 
distance, rolling in the detector calibration, performed before the test.  Large dead times were 
measured during the first set of measurements.  Dead time is detection time during which the 
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detector is busy analyzing a signal from a gamma-ray and thus cannot analyze another incoming 
gamma-ray.  This is caused by large numbers of incoming gamma-rays.  Dead time less than 
15% is a reasonable number.  Detections with larger dead times were discounted during the 
analysis of this experiment as not statistically valid. 

 

Figure 3.  Picture of the setup for distance detection of DU.  Detector  
and equipment are located in bottom right of picture.   
DU target located in upper left.  Test was performed  
to find out the maximum detection distance of the NaI detector. 

2.3 Time Experiments 

Another aspect in detection of DU is how much time is needed to determine the presence of DU.  
In order to observe this with our NaI detectors we varied the detection integration time.  Starting 
with an integration time of 30 min, we decreased the time to 3 min, 2 min, 1 min, 30 s, and 15 s.  
This gave us a basis for understanding the time-based limitations of our detector.  The setup for 
this experiment involved leaving the NaI detector at the 1000 cm distance mark, pointed at the 
DU, and then decreasing the detection time.  For comparison, using the same time steps, we 
rotated the detector 180 degrees and placed a half inch thick lead plate behind the detector in 
order to produce a “background” condition.  Even further, for a more accurate zero background, 
the detector was completely covered inside a two inch thick lead enclosure.  This was done in 
order to cut out as much background radiation as possible, again with the same time step 
detections being run.  Pictures of this setup are displayed in figure 4. 
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(c) 

Figures 4.  Pictures of the 10 mr setup for Time experiment.  (a) Detector facing away from the DU with the half 
inch thick lead plate behind it.  (b) The detector encased in 2 in thick lead bricks.  The detector facing the 
DU.  Test was performed to find a minimum detection time for DU at long distance. 

 

2.4 Direction Experiment 

In order to look at the DU spectrum while only the front face of the detector is open and on 
target, we performed a third test based on detector direction.  We first setup the NaI detector 5 m 
from, and level with, the DU target.  The detector was started off with the front end of the 
detector facing directly at the DU target.  A detection run of 3 min was then performed, after 
which the detector was rotated 45 degrees counter clockwise.  The rotation was performed a total 
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of eight times with 0 degrees defined as facing directly at the DU target and 180 degrees being 
directly away.  However, knowing that the detector is subject to background from all directions it 
was placed in tube of lead, eighth of an inch thick, with only the front of the detector exposed.  
This way we could better understand the difference in spectrum from varying the degree of 
rotation with respect to target. Separate detection runs with the detector not shielded in the lead 
tube were also performed for comparison.  Pictures of this setup are shown in figure 5. 

 
 (a) (b) 

Figure 5. (a) The NaI detector shielded by an eighth inch thick lead jacket, all except the detector face, for the 
Direction testing at 5 m from the DU target.  (b) The unshielded detector for the Direction testing.  This 
test was performed to understand the effects of lead shielding and direction to source on the NaI detector. 

2.5 Calculations 

The main calculation performed was for the efficiency of NaI detectors in detecting gamma 
radiation. The integral for this calculation is located in Heath (3), but is also shown in figure 6.  
The equation is derived from the geometry of the detector and its relationship to the location of 
the source as well as the absorption coefficient of the detector material.  The values for the 
absorption coefficient were obtained from Evans (4).  The integral makes the assumption that the 
source we are looking at is a point source, which it is not.  For our farther measured distances 
and as a starting calculation, it provides a good initial estimate. 

In order to make the efficiency calculations useful, we needed to calculate the decay of the 
source.  The process of calculating the counts expected from the radiation source (i.e., the 
number of gamma-rays coming of the source), starts with the radioactivity of the DU target, 
which is 11 micro-curies.  The radioactivity was then decreased in accordance with the 4.46 
billion year half-life of U-238.  That number then needed to be converted to becquerels, or 
decays per second.  Each isotope, also having its own unique gamma-ray spectrum, has 
characteristic intensities for each of its primary gammas that it produces, which are well recorded 
and documented (5).  The intensity is measured in gammas of a defined energy per 100 decays of 
an isotope.  Knowing the decay of the isotope, the intensity of the desired gamma-ray, and the 
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detection time, one can calculate the amount of counts that should be detected in that energy’s 
peak in the experimental gamma ray spectrum. 

 

Figure 6.  Equation for Efficiency of a Sodium Iodide Detector looking at a point source of 
radiation, taken from Spectrometry: Gamma-Ray Spectrum Catalogue.  h0 is the distance 
from source to detector, t0 is detector length, r0 is detector radius, T(E) is efficiency, and 
τ (E) is absorption coefficient of NaI based on gamma-ray energy (3). 

3. Methode of Data Analysis 

All data obtained from ScintiVision-32 were analyzed using code written in Matlab analysis 
software.  The codes, which are located in Appendix A of this report, are primarily designed to 
bring in the data from ScintiVision-32 output files and plot the recorded spectrum as well as any 
other desired information.  The analysis focussed on (a) the total number of counts recorded by 
the detector, (b) the number of counts in the highest peak of the spectrum, and c) the location of 
the highest peak of the spectrum in comparison to the energy calibration.   

Although the total number of counts is indiscriminant as to what kind of radioactive source the 
detector is looking at, this number is useful in a detector when the primary concern is the 
presence of radioactive materials without discriminating what type (i.e., is there a  radioactive 
source nearby).  An increase in total counts should correspond to the detector coming closer to a 
gamma producing source.  When using total counts as the discriminating factor, knowledge of 
typical background counts is essential.   

The number of counts in the highest peak is also a factor in determining changing proximity to a 
source.  Analysis of the location of the highest peak can be used as a discriminating factor, 
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beyond Total Counts, as to what radioactive source(s) is (are) present.  Knowing the 
characteristic lines of a certain isotope and comparing them to the location of the highest peak, 
after the detector is calibrated, will tell if a desired source is close by.   

Finally, fitting curves to Total Counts and counts in highest peak, allows predictions to be made 
on the effects on altering distance from the source, detection time, and direction with respect to 
the source.  These predictions can then give insight into the viability of further experiments.  The 
method of error and deviation for these analyses is based on those detailed in Chapter 3 of Knoll 
(6).  Since the tests were performed a limited number of times, the section on “Estimation of the 
Precision of a Single Measurement” forms the basis of the data evaluation.  The main component 
of this section that was used in this report was the use of the square root of a single measurement 
as an estimate for standard deviation. 

4. Results and Discussion 

4.1 Distance Experiment Results 

Figure 7 shows the DU spectrum as detected by the NaI detector on 18 May 2007 over 
increasing distance.  The peaks in the graph are the combined U238 X-ray lines (94, 98, 111 
keV), combined with a 113 keV gamma-ray line, as well as the 1001 keV Pa-234m gamma-ray 
line.  

 

  

Figure 7. Graph of spectrum detected by NaI detector for the minute detection runs over increasing distance 
with peaks at approximately 94 keV and 1000 keV, the highest peak being the 94 keV peak.   
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As distance from the sources increases the signal of the DU drops off significantly.  The signal at 
10 m looks more like background than DU.  The graph in figure 11 shows the graphs of the 
number of counts in the highest peak and Total Counts of the spectrum over distance.  Figure 8 
also shows the total of the background counts as well as the counts in the highest background 
peak as straight lines.  The highest peak in the spectrums is around 94 keV.  When the measured 
counts fall to background levels, the detector no longer has useful detection range and no 
detection information can be deduced. At around 10 m, the measured data is approaching the 
background limit.  The results looking at Total Counts and Highest Peak Counts versus the 
highest peak counts in background and the total background counts are displayed in table 1.  
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Figure 8.  Graph of total counts and counts in the highest peak (highest peak counts) over distance as 
well as lines depicting the values for a background measurement.  Although at 10 m the 
counts fall seem to fall into background, analysis of the numbers themselves, table 1, show 
that there is still a significant difference.   

Table 1. Data was extracted from the 10 m results of figure 7, with their respective standard 
deviations.    This specific data shows that even as far away as 10 m there is still a 
significant difference between DU and background for at least total counts.  However, 
for highest peak counts, the deviations overlap, making highest counts a poor choice for 
determination of a radioactive source at 10 m. 
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There is a measurable difference in the number of counts.  Using the estimate for standard 
deviation, i.e., the square root of the counts value, we find that the difference between Total 
Counts and background falls well outside one standard deviation of each other, as shown in table 
1 (6).  

However, this is not the case for Highest Peak Counts.  This means that by looking at Total 
Counts of a spectrum we can differentiate background from DU from at least 10 m.  However, 
Highest Peak Counts can only be used from at least 5 m.  

From the data from figure 8 an estimate can be made of how far out the detector might be able to 
detect the DU.  By fitting a line of Total Counts and Highest Peak Counts, minus their respective 
backgrounds, the data can be evaluated for larger distances.  Figure 9 shows the fitted curves and 
table 2 shows the curves evaluated for 20, 35, and 50 m, respectively.  Due to a large dead time 
for the first set of data, we are disregarding the first point at roughly 1 cm from the source.   
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Figure 9. Graph of total and highest peak counts minus observed background with fitted power laws.  
By evaluating the equations from the fitted lines it is possible to extrapolate to further 
distances. 
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Table 2. Estimations of counts for further distance measurements for the decreasing difference 
between total counts and total background as well as highest peak counts and highest 
peak background. The predictions show that it may be possible to detect the presence of 
our DU target from at least 20 m, possibly farther, with a 3 min detection time. The data 
from the furthest point, 10 m, is also shown for comparison. 

 
 

Table 2 shows that using the curve fit for Total Counts evaluated at 20 m, there is still a 
difference larger than two times the standard deviation of Total background.  This means that 
there is a possibility that should further tests be conducted, a detection range of the DU at 20 m 
from the detector could be achieved.  

4.2 Time Experiment Results 

At 10 m the best detection test is looking at Total Counts.  Thus it was the method used for the 
10 m tests over varied time.  These results are shown in figure 10, along with lines fitted to the 
data. 
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Total Counts vs. Detection Time 
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Figure 10.  Graph of total counts versus detection time for the time experiment.  The data was fitted in 
order to obtain equations for predictions of minimum total counts measurement time 
 at 10 m. 

As would be expected, the number of counts increases linearly with time.  Table 3 shows the 
differences between Facing DU, Away From DU, and Lead Encased.  For the 15 s run, the count 
difference between Facing DU and Away From DU is greater than their standard deviations.  
This means that at a 15 s integration time, the presence of something radioactive can be 
determined.  Looking at Lead Encased compared to the other measurements, the Facing DU and 
Facing Away measurements become more significant and would allow for further decreased 
detection time.  The straight line fit to this data reveals (see table 4) that these differences would 
still be observable at as low as a 10, or possibly 5, second detection time.  
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Table 3.  Time experiment data based on total Counts in spectrum  
for varying time.  Since the difference of total counts facing  
DU and facing away is much greater than the combined  
statistical error of both measurements, a 15 s integration  
time could be used for 10 m detection. 

 
 

Table 4.  Estimations based upon fitted lines of figure 10.  Standard  
deviation is also shown to compare possible statistical overlap.   
Since two sigma may cause overlap between total counts  
of facing DU and facing away for predictions for 10 and 5 s 
detection time, those times would not be precise enough  
for our application.  However, as is shown in table 3, 15 s  
still provided a difference in counts such that there is still  
a significant difference between looking at and looking  
away from the DU. 

 
 

4.3 Direction Experiment Results 

Figures 11 through 14 show the results from the Direction Experiments.  Specifically figures 11 
and 12 show polar plots of the data recorded for Total Counts.  Both graphs in figures 11 and 12 
show decreasing counts as the angle between the detector face and DU target increases.  
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However, the total number of counts is significantly decreased due to the lead jacketing which 
blocks out more than 50% of the radiation detected, when the lead jacket, is an eighth inch thick 
lead tube covering the detector with only the front face of the detector not covered (see figure 5).  
The lead does decrease the counts, but it also increases the difference between facing towards the 
DU and facing away from it.  In figure 11, the rotation of the shielded detector changes the 
number of total counts by 1/3, whereas for the unshielded rotation, figure 12, counts are 
decreased only by roughly 2/7.   

For counts in highest peak there is again a definite drop in the number of counts as the shielded 
detector is rotated.  The decrease is consistent and significant.  In this case, a decrease of roughly 
1/2 as the detector is rotated from facing to facing away, figure 12a.  However, for the highest 
peak counts for the unshielded rotation, figure 12b, although there is a decrease in counts, the 
decrease is not consistent as the detector is rotated.  At 315 degrees away from the DU target, the 
number of counts in the highest peak is actually greater than when the detector is facing the DU.  
The addition of a lead jacket, as far as counts go, has increased the detectors sensitivity.  By 
blocking out sources coming from directions which are not being focused on, the accuracy in 
determining the location of a source and the difference between it and a “background” increases.  
The location of the highest peak is also susceptible to the direction of the detector; figures 13a 
and 13b  show the calibrated energy at which the highest peak was located for each directional 
measurement.  The figure for the unshielded detector, although not constant, still varies around a 
14 keV wide region.  However, for the shielded detector, the region is slightly larger than 30 keV 
in width and drops sharply after the first measurement which was directly facing the DU target.  
This shows that during the rotation of the detector there was a clear change in what radiation the 
detector was looking at, i.e., the shift in location of the highest peak is indicative of moving away 
from a specific source.  The final two direction experiment graphs are the spectrums taken at 
each angle.  The main information to be taken from these graphs is the visual change in the size 
of the spectrum as the detector is turned.  For the lead encased test, figure 14a, the spectrums 
show large decreases in counts as the angle increases, where as for the unshielded detector, 
figure 14b, the spectrum stays in relatively the same range for the same increases.  
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(b) 

Figure 11.  Graphs of total counts versus angle away from  
DU target at 5 m for 3 min.  The graphs illustrate  
the difference that a lead jacket, and detector facing  
to source has on results.  (a) There is a decrease in  
counts from front to back, approx. 15,000 to 10,000  
counts.  (b) The decrease is less drastic, approx. 35,000  
to 25,000.  This shows lead encasement decrease counts  
overall, and increases sensitivity to direction to source. 
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(b) 

 
Figure 12. Graphs of the number of counts in the highest peak  

over angle away from DU target at 5 m away for 3 min.   
(a) As in figure 11, there is a decrease in counts as direction  
changes, though there is an unexplained anomaly in (b)  
at 315 degrees.  Again, the changes in counts for the detector  
shielded by the tube show greater sensitivity to direction  
than the unshielded. 
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Figure 13.  Graphs of location of the highest energy peak based upon calibration over  
angle away from DU target at 5 m and 3 min detection.  (a) Shows a large  
change in location of the highest peak in the spectrum as the shielded detector  
is moved off the DU target. (b) There is no definite jump away from a specific  
energy line, but rather jumps between several.  Partial lead shielding seems to  
help define unique energy lines as the detector is rotated. 
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(b) 

Figure 14.  Graphs of energy spectrum, counts over energy, detected by NaI detector. Top graph is 
shielded detections, bottom is unshielded detections.  (a) Each line spectrum was taken at a 
different angle from the DU target.  (b) These figures illustrate the visual difference in 
moving towards and away from the target.  The changes in the shielded spectrum are more 
visually obvious than the unshielded. 
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4.4 Efficiency Calculation Results 

Figure 15 shows the graphed results from the comparison of the efficiency equation versus the 
measured counts.  For this we observed the 94 keV energy peak as seen in figure 7.  Figure 16 
shows the output of the integration of the efficiency equation at a distance of 8 in.  This is just a 
raw efficiency, which we calculated for each distance at which we took a measurement with the 
NaI detector.  Although the numbers of our predicted values do not exactly match the 
calculations, this analysis still serves as an exercise in using known theoretical equations for 
comparison with experimental results.  The differences in the experimental results can be 
partially explained because the DU target is really not a point source.  Also, the equation used 
only takes into account the absorption of the NaI crystal, and does not account for the possible 
energy losses in the conversion from gamma-ray to photons or any possible inefficiencies of the 
PMT, or MCA, or other counting equipment.  Knowing these other factors involved in the 
efficiency equation, however, does give a basis for possibly creating a better equation, or set of 
equations, that can more properly predict future experiments. 
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Figure 15. Graph of counts versus distance for predicted number of counts  
that the NaI detector should detect against the experimental  
counts measured.  The experimental counts came from the  
number of counts in the 94 keV peaks of figure 7.  The predicted  
counts are based on the efficiency equation from figure 6  
as well as the size of the DU target and its known decay process. 
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Figure 16. Graph of NaI efficiency for a 3 in by 3 in detector over the energy of  
incoming gamma-ray.  This is the output of a code, attached to the end  
of this report, written to integrate the equation from figure 6.   

5. Summary and Conclusions 

The experiments were overall successful in answering the questions that were posed about the 
details of detecting DU.  The distance experiments show that, by using a 3 min detection time, 
the presence of a radioactive source can be detected from at least 10 m away using changes in the 
total number of counts as an identifier.  Unique identification of an exact isotope species of our 
size target (11 microCuries) is identifiable at roughly 5 m.  Fitting of the experimental data 
shows a statistically significant (2:1 signal to noise ratio) chance of detecting the DU target from 
as far away as 20 m using a 3 min detection time.   

For the time experiments, (at a distance of 10 m) as low as 15 s for a detection time is sufficient 
for identifying the presence of a radioactive source, using Total Counts analysis. The fit to the 
data suggests that this time may be even shorter (as low as 5 s), though as the number counts 
decreases, the accuracy of the detection decreases.    

Finally, the direction experiment suggests that shielding most of the detector, except for the face, 
can improve the accuracy and methods of detection.  This improvement is not only for Total 
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Counts at long range, and Counts in the highest peak at close range, but also differences in the 
entire spectra, as well as shifting of the location in the spectrum of the highest peak.   

The theoretical calculations and experimental data comparison shows that the current prediction 
method is insufficient in closely predicting experimental results and requires refinement.  By 
analyzing the operation of the NaI crystal more in-depth it may be possible to account for more 
of the inefficiencies involved in the detection system.  Doing this would allow not only better 
future prediction on the distance experiments, but possibly also to model even the time and 
direction experiments.   

It must be stressed that these experiments were performed in a shielded room and that each 
experiment was performed on a different day under different internal environmental conditions.  
This is why future experiments should realistically combine at least two of the three experiments; 
this would provide better continuity between the data, as well as a wider range of data.  Also, 
future experiments should include field testing where this setup is going to be normally operated 
and used.   

An important hurdle that should also be noted is variability in size of possible DU targets, from 
entire tank rounds to small pieces of shrapnel.  The absorption of DU of its own gamma radiation 
is very high and even our detectors will not detect the radiation coming off of each decay of the 
source.  This limits the detection ability of any target.  Not only does DU absorb its own 
radiation, but water, earth, and even metal casing around DU, can decrease the amount of 
radiation that can be detected.   

In the end, a single NaI detector can be used to detect DU or possibly other radioactive sources 
from fairly long ranges and in short amounts of time.  This is under good conditions, but further 
testing must be done to determine the effect of different more realistic conditions.  More work is 
also required to compile a more accurate and precise numerical model for predicting possible 
outcomes.  Plans are currently to create a detector package to be tested in the field to further 
study the limitations of NaI detectors themselves in DU detection, as well as the limitations 
created by environment.    
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Appendix A. High Purity Germanium (HPGe) Detector Calibration 

This appendix describes a calibration process relevant to both NaI and HPGe detectors.  The 
calibration includes processes for both energy calibration and efficiency calibration.  The energy 
calibration matches the 16,000 channels inherent in the hardware to energy bins with a calibrated 
energy width depending on the amplification setting.  The efficiency calibration matches counts 
identified by the germanium counter with actual number of photons of a particular energy, to the 
number that entered the region of the counter.  For example, the range of a 2 MeV photon in 
Germanium is ~9.2 cm.  The 7.5 cm long x 7.5 cm diameter Germanium detector does not stop 
all the photons in the detector.  For instance, if the photon comes in at a grazing angle it will 
enter, created  knock-on electrons, and exit before dumping all its energy.  The result is a count 
that registers in a lower energy channel.   

Table A-1 contains data from a series of check sources.  In line 1 are the isotopes used in the 
process.  The activity for each radioactive source is shown on line 2 in terms of  micro-
Curies(uCi), and in line 3 the number of decay events per second which is uCi times 3.7x10–4 
decaying events per second.  The distance between the source and the detector is 2.25” (shown in 
line 4).  The intensity of the individual gamma lines per 100 decays (as documented in reference 
3, is shown in line 6.  From the source activity and  and the referenced line intensity can be 
calculated, and shown in line 7.  The measured counts from the detector are documented in line 
9, with the resulting efficiency in line 10.        

 

Table A-1.  Table of radioactive sources that identifies gamma line energy, measured counts and expected counts.  

 
 
The data from the table is shown in figure A-1, and fit to a third order polynomial.  The data on 
the graph, reduced from the table is efficiency of the detector as determined by the number of 
counts under the line, not the peak of the centroid.   

 
 

Co57 Cs137 Cs137 Ba133 Cd109 Co57 Co57 Ba133 Ba133 Ba133 Na22 Cs137 Mn54 Co60 Na22 Co60
0.1 0.945 0.945 0.85 0.261 0.1 0.1 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.261 0.945 0.136 0.723 0.261 0.723 uCi (see Moyer)

14.4136 31.8 37.3 80.998 88.036 122.06 136.47 276.4 302.85 356 511 661 834.83 1173.2 1274.5 1332.5 keV
2.25 2.25 2.25 2.25 2.25 2.25 2.25 2.25 2.25 2.25 2.25 2.25 2.25 2.25 2.25 2.25 in from src 63.59 sfc area

       7.065 HPGe area
6.18 5.4 1.3 34 3.6 85.6 10.88 7.16 18.3 62 170 85.1 100 99.97 99.94 99.98 line intensity(see Heath)

25.40667 209.79 50.505 1188.1 38.628 351.91 44.729 250.2 639.48 2167 1824 3306.1 559.11 2971.4 1072.4 2971.7 expected events/s
7.7 61 16 327 10.3 100 12.5 31.3 75.5 231 242.5 190.8 33.6 91.6 59 82 measured events/s

       
0.30307 0.290767 0.3168 0.2752 0.2666 0.2842 0.2795 0.1251 0.1181 0.107 0.08 0.0577 0.0601 0.0308 0.055 0.0276 efficiency
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Figure A-1.  Resulting efficiency calculated from the ratio of measured  to expected accounts.   
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Appendix  B.  MATLAB Codes 

This appendix contains the MATLAB codes used in the analysis of the raw experimental data as 
well as the integration of the NaI detector efficiency equation. 

 
 

%% This program was made to read in and display various aspects of the 
%% Depleted uranium data taken on May 15th, 17th and 21st. 
%% Specifically the distance experiments 
  
function DU_reader 
suffix='.Spe'; 
b = 0 ; m=  1.42; 
imax = 12; 
DU1 = 1; DU2 = 400; 
  
%file paths 
%path{1} = '\\Datap\F\05_07\DU_May21\'; mult_offset=1; 
path{2} = 'C:\Documents and Settings\All Users\Desktop\05_07\DU_May15\'; mult_offset=1; 
path{1} = '\\Datap\F\05_07\DU_May15_and_17\'; mult_offset=1; 
  
% interval for peak search 
DU1 = 10; DU2 = 30; 
  
%NaI 
file{1} = 'DU_bkgnd.spe'; 
file{2} = 'DU_0cm.spe'; 
file{3} = 'DU_10cm.spe'; 
file{4} = 'DU_20cm.spe'; 
file{5} = 'DU_50cm.spe'; 
file{6} = 'DU_90cm.spe'; 
file{7} = 'DU_200cm.spe'; 
file{8} = 'DU_500cm.spe'; 
file{9} = 'DU_1000cm.spe'; 
%HPGe 
file{10} = 'DU_bkgnd.spe'; 
file{11} = 'DU_0cm.spe'; 
file{12} = 'DU_10cm.spe'; 
file{13} = 'DU_20cm.spe'; 
file{14} = 'DU_50cm.spe'; 
file{15} = 'DU_86cm.spe'; 
  
%% This loops over the files from the NaI detector 
%% stats looks for and calculates the peak, a smoothing function was 
%% created but was commented out as it was deemed un-necessary  
  
k=1; 
for j = 2:9 
[ENaI,c,nc,lt,rt,dE,E0,ch]=ASC_ortec_sdata2([path{k},file{j}]); 
counts(:,j)=c;  
cpsNaI(:,j)=c/lt;  
totalCounts(j)=nc; 
live(j)=lt;  dt(j) = (rt-lt)/rt;     
%[c]=smooth2(c,3);     
%figure{90 + j},  
[pk,fw,ris,Emag,xpk] = stats(ch,c,DU1,DU2); 
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fw 
xpk2 = xpk(1); 
xvalpk(j)=xpk2; 
cpk(j) = pk(1); 
ch1 = ch; 
ChanPk(j)=xpk(1); 
fwval(j)=abs(fw); 
realCounts(j) = sum(counts(abs(ChanPk(j)-fwval(j)/2-mod(ChanPk(j)-fwval(j)/2,1)):abs(ChanPk(j)+fwval(j)/2- 
mod(ChanPk(j)+fwval(j)/2,1)),j)); 
end; 
  
% changes NaI channel numbers to energies based on NaI calibration 
Erange = dE*ch1 + E0; 
  
% changes channel number found with highest numberof counts into energy 
%based on NaI calibration 
Epk = xvalpk*dE + E0; 
  
  
%% This loops over the files from the HPGe detector 
%% stats looks for and calculates the peak, a smoothing function was 
%% created but was commented out as it was deemed un-necessary  
k = 2; 
for j = 10:15 
[ENaI,c,nc,lt,rt,dE,E0,ch]=ASC_ortec_sdata2([path{k},file{j}]); 
counts2(:,j-9)=c;  
cpsNaI2(:,j-9)=c/lt;  
totalCounts(j)=nc; 
live(j)=lt;  dt(j) = (rt-lt)/rt;     
%[c]=smooth2(c,3);     
%figure{90 + j},  
[pk,fw,ris,Emag,xpk] = stats(ch,c,DU1,DU2); 
xpk2 = xpk(1); 
xvalpk2(j-9)=xpk2; 
cpk(j) = pk(1); 
xpk = 0; 
ch2 = ch; 
end; 
  
% changes HPGe channel numbers to energies based on HPGe calibration 
Erange2 = dE*ch2 + E0; 
Epk2 = xvalpk2*dE + E0 
  
%used to plot data againest (x components) 
A1 = 1:imax; 
A2 = [0,10,20,50,100,200,500,1000]; 
A3 = [0,10,20,50,86]; 
  
% these are left here in case numbers are needed instead of just plots 
  
%looking for standard deviation for each file 
stdev = sqrt(counts); 
stdev2 = sqrt(counts2); 
realCounts     
     
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% PLOTS  
     
%%% highest peak of counts found for NaI 
figure(1) 
plot(A2,Epk(2:9),'r+') 
 title(['NaI DU Data (Peak if highest counts)' ]);  
xlabel('Distance'); ylabel('Peak of total Counts'); 
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%xlim([-5,100]) 
grid on; 
  
%%% highest peak of counts found for HPGe 
figure(2) 
plot(A3,Epk2(2:6),'r+') 
 title(['HPGe DU Data (Peak of highest counts)' ]);  
xlabel('Distance'); ylabel('Energy Peak of highest Counts'); 
grid on; 
  
%%% dead time for NaI 
figure(3) 
plot(A2,dt(2:9),'r+') 
 title(['NaI DU Data (Dead Time/Distance)' ]);   
xlabel('Distance'); ylabel('Dead Time'); 
grid on; 
  
%%% dead time for HPGe 
figure(4) 
plot(A3,dt(11:15),'r+') 
title(['HPGe DU Data (Dead Time/Distance)' ]);  
xlabel('Distance'); ylabel('Dead Time'); 
grid on; 
  
  
%%% total Counts for NaI 
figure(5) 
semilogy(A2,totalCounts(2:9),'r+') 
title(['NaI DU Data (Total Counts/Distance)' ]);  
xlabel('Distance'); ylabel('Total Counts'); 
grid on; 
  
  
%%% total Counts for HPGe 
figure(6) 
semilogy(A3,totalCounts(11:15),'r+') 
title(['HPGe DU Data (Total Counts/Distance)' ]);  
xlabel('Distance'); ylabel('Total Counts'); 
grid on; 
  
  
%%% total spectrum NaI 
figure(7) 
semilogy(Erange,counts) 
title(['NaI DU Data (Energy Spectrum)' ]);  
xlabel('Energy'); ylabel('Counts'); 
legend([file]); 
grid on; 
  
  
%%% total spectrum HPGe 
figure(8) 
semilogy(Erange2,counts2) 
title(['HPGe DU Data (Energy Spectrum)' ]);  
xlabel('Energy'); ylabel('Counts'); 
legend([file]); 
%xlim([1600,2000]); % <-- Adding this statement and modifying the plotting statement 
                    % allows you to parse out the HPGe plot to better identify 
                    % specific energies 
grid on; 
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%%% counts in peak NaI 
figure(9) 
semilogy(A2,cpk(2:9),'r+') 
title(['NaI DU Data (Highest Energy Peak Counts)' ]);  
xlabel('Distance'); ylabel('Counts of highest Peak'); 
grid on; 
  
  
%%% counts in peak HPGe 
figure(10) 
semilogy(A3,cpk(11:15),'r+') 
title(['HPGe DU Data (Highest Energy Peak Counts)' ]);  
xlabel('Distance'); ylabel('Counts of highest Peak'); 
grid on; 
dt 
xvalpk 
  
%%%NaI vs. HPGe 
figure(11) 
hold on; 
semilogy(Erange2,counts2(:,3)) 
plot(Erange,counts(:,3)) 
title(['NaI  and HPGe 10cm DU Data (Energy Spectrum)' ]);  
xlabel('Energy'); ylabel('Counts'); 
hold off 
grid on; 

 
 

%% This function analyzes the Time experiment data for location of DU 
function DU_reader_time 
suffix='.Spe'; 
b = 0 ; m=  1.42; 
imax = 12; 
DU1 = 1; DU2 = 400; 
  
%% file path 
path{1} = 'L:\AltEn Team\Photon Counting\DU examination\DU Data\DU_May15_and_17\may 18\'; mult_offset=1; 
  
  
  
% files 
DU1 = 1; DU2 = 2000; 
%NaI 
file{1} = 'DU_15s_1000cm.spe'; 
file{2} = 'DU_30s_1000cm.spe'; 
file{3} = 'DU_60s_1000cm.spe'; 
file{4} = 'DU_120s_1000cm.spe'; 
file{5} = 'DU_1000cm.spe'; 
file{6} = 'DU_30min_1000cm2.spe'; 
file{7} = 'DU_15s_reversed.spe'; 
file{8} = 'DU_30s_reversed.spe'; 
file{9} = 'DU_60s_reversed.spe'; 
file{10} = 'DU_120s_reversed.spe'; 
file{11} = 'DU_reversed.spe'; 
file{12} = 'DU_30min_1000cm_reversed2.spe'; 
file{13} = 'DU_LeadCase_15s.spe'; 
file{14} = 'DU_LeadCase_30s.spe'; 
file{15} = 'DU_LeadCase_1min.spe'; 
file{16} = 'DU_LeadCase_2min.spe'; 
file{17} = 'DU_LeadCase_3min.spe'; 
%file{17} = 'DU_LeadCase_5min.spe'; 
file{18} = 'DU_LeadCase_30min.spe'; 
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%% places information from the Scintivision output files into arrays which 
%% can be manipulated in this loop and outside it as well 
for j = 1:18 
[ENaI,c,nc,lt,rt,dE,E0,ch]=ASC_ortec_sdata2([path{1},file{j}]); 
counts(:,j)=c;  
cpsNaI(:,j)=c/lt;  
totalCounts(j)=nc; 
live(j)=lt;  dt(j) = (rt-lt)/rt;  
[pk,fw,ris,Emag,xpk] = stats(ch,c,DU1,DU2); 
xpk2 = xpk(1); 
xvalpk(j)=xpk2; 
cpk(j) = pk(1); 
ChanPk(j)=xpk(1); 
fwval(j)=abs(fw); 
realCounts(j) = sum(counts(abs(ChanPk(j)-fwval(j)/2-mod(ChanPk(j)-fwval(j)/2,1)):abs(ChanPk(j)+fwval(j)/2- 
mod(ChanPk(j)+fwval(j)/2,1)),j)); 
xpk = 0; 
ch1 = ch; 
end; 
  
%% these use the energy calibration of the detector for plotting the data 
Erange = dE*ch1 + E0; 
Epk = xvalpk*dE + E0 
  
%% these arrays are used for plotting purposes 
A2 = [15,30,60,120,180,1800]; 
A3 = [15,30,60,120,180,1800,15,30,60,120,180,1800,15,30,60,120,180,1800]; 
  
%looking for standard deviation for each file 
stdev = sqrt(counts); 
  
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% PLOTS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%     
     
%%% highest peak of counts found for NaI 
figure(1) 
plot(A2,Epk(1:6),'r+') 
 title(['NaI DU Data (Peak if highest counts)' ]);  
xlabel('Distance'); ylabel('Peak of total Counts'); 
%xlim([-5,100]) 
grid on; 
  
  
%%% dead time for NaI 
figure(3) 
plot(A2,dt(1:6),'r+') 
 title(['NaI DU Data (Dead Time/Distance)' ]);   
xlabel('Distance'); ylabel('Dead Time'); 
grid on; 
  
  
%%% total Counts for NaI 
figure(5) 
hold on 
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semilogy(A2(1:5),totalCounts(1:5),'r+') 
semilogy(A2(1:5),totalCounts(7:11),'r+') 
semilogy(A2(1:5),totalCounts(13:17),'r+') 
hold off 
title(['NaI DU Data (Total Counts vs. Run Time)' ]);  
xlabel('Time(sec)'); ylabel('Total Counts'); 
legend('Facing DU', 'Away from DU', 'Lead Encased') 
grid on; 
  
  
  
%%% total spectrum NaI 
figure(7) 
semilogy(Erange,counts) 
title(['NaI DU Data (Energy Spectrum)' ]);  
xlabel('Energy'); ylabel('Counts'); 
legend([file]); 
grid on; 
  
%%% total spectrum NaI 
figure(10) 
semilogy(Erange,counts(:,6:6:18)) 
title(['NaI DU Data 30 min(Energy Spectrum)' ]);  
xlabel('Energy'); ylabel('Counts'); 
grid on; 
  
  
%%% counts in peak NaI 
figure(9) 
semilogy(A2(1:6),cpk(1:6)) 
semilogy(A2(1:6),cpk(7:12)) 
  
title(['NaI DU Data (Highest Energy Peak Counts/Run Time)' ]);  
xlabel('Distance'); ylabel('Counts of highest Peak'); 
grid on; 
  
  
 %% This program reads in and analyzes either the unshielded DU directional 
%% data or the shielded depending on the users preference 
  
function DU_reader_direction 
suffix='.Spe'; 
b = 0 ; m=  1.42; 
imax = 12; 
DU1 = 1; DU2 = 400; 
  
%% file path 
path{1} = '\\Datap\F\06_07\DU Directionality\DU_Direct_June27\'; mult_offset=1; 
%path{1} = '\\Datap\F\06_07\DU Directionality\DU_Direct_Unshielded_June28\'; mult_offset=1; 
  
  
  
% files 
DU1 = 1; DU2 = 2000; 
%NaI 
file{1} = '0deg_shielded.spe'; 
file{2} = '45deg_shielded.spe'; 
file{3} = '90deg_shielded.spe'; 
file{4} = '135deg_shielded.spe'; 
file{5} = '180deg_shielded.spe'; 
file{6} = '225deg_shielded.spe'; 
file{7} = '270deg_shielded.spe'; 
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file{8} = '315deg_shielded.spe'; 
  
  
% file{1} = '0deg_unshielded.spe'; 
% file{2} = '45deg_unshielded.spe'; 
% file{3} = '90deg_unshielded.spe'; 
% file{4} = '135deg_unshielded.spe'; 
% file{5} = '180deg_unshielded.spe'; 
% file{6} = '225deg_unshielded.spe'; 
% file{7} = '270deg_unshielded.spe'; 
% file{8} = '315deg_unshielded.spe'; 
  
  
%% places information from the Scintivision output files into arrays which 
%% can be manipulated in this loop and outside it as well 
for j = 1:8 
[ENaI,c,nc,lt,rt,dE,E0,ch]=ASC_ortec_sdata2([path{1},file{j}]); 
counts(:,j)=c;  
cpsNaI(:,j)=c/lt;  
totalCounts(j)=nc; 
live(j)=lt;  dt(j) = (rt-lt)/rt;     
  
[pk,fw,ris,Emag,xpk] = stats(ch,c,DU1,DU2); 
xpk2 = xpk(1); 
xvalpk(j)=xpk2; 
cpk(j) = pk(1); 
ChanPk(j)=xpk(1); 
fwval(j)=abs(fw); 
realCounts(j) = sum(counts(abs(ChanPk(j)-fwval(j)/2-mod(ChanPk(j)-fwval(j)/2,1)):abs(ChanPk(j)+fwval(j)/2- 
mod(ChanPk(j)+fwval(j)/2,1)),j)); 
xpk = 0; 
ch1 = ch; 
end; 
  
%% these use the energy calibration of the detector for plotting the data 
Erange = dE*ch1 + E0; 
Epk = xvalpk*dE + E0 
  
%% these arrays are used for plotting purposes 
A2 = [0,45,90,135,180,225,270,315]; 
A3 = [0,pi/4,pi/2,3*pi/4,pi,5*pi/4,3*pi/2,7*pi/4,0]; 
  
%looking for standard deviation for each file 
stdev = sqrt(counts); 
  
     
     
     
     
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% PLOTS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%     
     
%%% highest peak of counts found for NaI 
figure(1) 
plot(A2,Epk(1:8),'r+') 
 title(['NaI DU Data (Highest Peak of counts)' ]);  
xlabel('Degree off DU target'); ylabel('Highest Peak of  Counts (keV)'); 
grid on; 
  
figure(12) 
polar(A3,[cpk,cpk(1)]) 
 title(['NaI DU Data (Counts in Highest Peak)' ]);  
xlabel('Degree off DU Target'); ylabel('Counts'); 
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grid on; 
  
figure(9) 
polar(A3,[totalCounts,totalCounts(1)]) 
 title(['NaI DU Data (Total Counts)' ]);  
xlabel('Degree off DU Target'); ylabel('Total Counts'); 
grid on; 
  
figure(10) 
polar(A3,[realCounts,realCounts(1)]) 
 title(['NaI DU Data (FWHM Counts in Highest Peak)' ]);  
xlabel('Degree off DU Target'); ylabel('FWHM Counts'); 
grid on; 
  
% plot of counts vs. channel     
figure(5) 
semilogy(ch,counts) 
   grid on; 
   title(['NaI DU Data (Channel)' ]);   
   xlabel('Channel'); ylabel('Counts'); 
   legend([file]) 
    
% plot of energy vs. counts/sec 
figure(6) 
plot(Erange,counts) 
   grid on; 
   title(['NaI DU Data [Energy]' ]);   
   xlabel('Energy (keV)'); ylabel('Counts'); 
   legend([file]) 
 
 
function pointsource_efficiency 
%% Computes NaI detector efficiency at absorbing gamma radiations 
%% Based on an equation found in Scintillation Spectrometry: Gamma-Ray 
%% Spectrum Catalogue, by R.L. Heath 
%% Tau values are based on fits to an absorption coeeficient graph found in 
%% The Atomic Nucleus, by R. D. Evans 
  
%%These values are the dimensions of the detector and the distance from 
%%detector to source 
h0 = 1; 
t0 = 5.08; 
r0 = 2.54; 
  
kmax = 500; 
c1 = atan(r0/(h0+t0)); 
c2 = atan(r0/h0); 
T0=0; 
  
dth1 = (c1-0)/(kmax-1); 
dth2 = (c2-c1)/(kmax-1); 
  
%%Loops over absorption coefficient based on energy and solves the integral 
%%from Heath using a simple integration scheme 
j=0; 
for i = 1:7000 
    j = j + 0.2; 
    Ept(i) = j; 
    if(j <35) 
        tau(i) = 3.67*(171125*(j.^-3.0706)); 
    elseif(j>=35 && j<=200) 
        tau(i) = 3.67*(472607*(j.^-2.7501)); 
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    elseif(j>200 && j<=400) 
        tau(i) = 3.67*(33657*(j.^-2.2415)); 
    elseif(j>400 && j<=1000) 
        tau(i) = 3.67*(2.835*(j.^-0.6814)); 
    else 
        tau(i) = 3.67*(0.1017*(j.^-0.1974)); 
    end; 
    theta1 = 0; 
    theta2 = c1; 
    for k = 1:kmax 
        %% the two halves of the Heath equation 
        T1(k) = (1-exp(-tau(i)*t0/cos(theta1)))*sin(theta1)*dth1; 
        T2(k) = (1-exp(-tau(i)*(r0/sin(theta2) - h0/cos(theta2))))*sin(theta2)*dth2;        
        theta1 = theta1 + dth1; 
        theta2 = theta2 + dth2;        
    end;   
     
    T(i) = 0.5*(sum(T1) + sum(T2));     
end;   
E = 0.2:0.2:1400; 
  
%% plots efficency versus energy 
figure(66) 
plot(E,T) 
grid on 
    title(['Total Absolute Efficiency Approximation' ]);   
    xlabel('Energy (keV)'); ylabel('Efficiency'); 
     
     
%%Displays detector dimensions integrated over 
x = t0./2.54; 
y = r0*2/2.54; 
disp(['NaI Detector Dimensions : ' num2str(x) ' x ' num2str(y)]) 
  
%%Display specific energies 
disp(['Isotope  :  En Peak  :  NaI Eff']) 
    disp(['-----------------------------------------']) 
    disp(['DU  :  94   :  ' num2str(T(470))]) 
    
 
 
(NaI DU Measurements_Jerome_T_Mlack_Nov07_2.doc) 
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